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Abstract—An extended and rigorous analysis of retrodirective cross-eye jamming in a radar system scenario is presented. This analysis removes the approximations that limit the validity of other analyses of cross-eye jamming. These results imply that under certain conditions, a monopulse radar system can be more easily deceived than suggested by conventional cross-eye analyses. Furthermore, the cross-eye jammer antenna patterns do not affect the induced monopulse error.

Index Terms—Electronic warfare, radar countermeasures, radar tracking.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cross-eye jamming is an electronic warfare (EW) technique that induces an angular deception in a radar system by recreating the worst-case glint angular error [1]–[6]. The target angular error is created by transmitting out of phase signals from two or more onboard antennas, thereby deceiving the radar into believing that the target is spatially removed from its true position.

In analyzing the performance of cross-eye jamming on a radar system, the effect of cross-eye jamming is generally considered as a distortion of the phase front incident on the antenna(s) of the radar system [2]–[5] or a change in the direction of the incident Poynting vector [7]. In [8], Kajenski has shown that the phase-front and Poynting vector approaches to analyzing cross-eye jamming are equivalent. Cross-eye jamming has also been analyzed using first-order Taylor approximations to either the sum- and difference-channel antenna patterns [9], [10] or the lobes of an amplitude-comparison tracking radar system [11]. Recently, a graphical vector representation of the fields incident on a radar antenna due to cross-eye jamming was used to analyze cross-eye jamming performance [6], [12].

These analyses assume (either directly or indirectly through the way the antenna patterns are determined) that amplitude variations over the radar antenna aperture are negligible. Another significant limitation of conventional cross-eye analyses is that they ignore the retrodirective implementation of most cross-eye systems [2], [3], [5], [6]. While retrodirective (Van Atta) arrays have been extensively considered in the literature (e.g., [13]–[19]), the work has concentrated on the issues like mutual coupling and mismatches in the array itself rather than its effects on a radar.

This communication presents the summarized results of an extended and rigorous analysis of cross-eye jamming in a monopulse radar system scenario that has recently been performed [20]. The extended analysis takes into consideration the physical separation between the antennas of a monopulse radar system and derives an expression for the induced angular error due to the cross-eye jammer. Induced angular error results that demonstrate the differences between the conventional and extended cross-eye jamming analyses are presented.

Section II outlines the derivation of the extended analysis. Section III presents a comparison between induced angular errors obtained with the classical and extended analyses, and also considers some of the more significant implications of the extended analysis. Finally, Section IV provides a brief conclusion.

II. THEORY

The purpose of cross-eye jamming is to produce an angular error in a radar system, thus causing the radar to believe that the target is spatially removed from its true position. Consider the cross-eye jamming scenario shown in Fig. 1. Assume the phase-comparison monopulse radar consists of two identical antennas separated by a distance of $d_e$ (denoted by the circles in Fig. 1). The cross-eye elements have a linear separation of $d_e$ at a range of $r$ giving an angular separation of $2\theta_e$ from the radar’s perspective (denoted by the crosses in Fig. 1). The directions to the top and bottom cross-eye antennas are thus $\theta_e \pm \theta_e$, respectively.

While amplitude-comparison monopulse systems are not explicitly considered in this correspondence, Sherman [10] shows that amplitude- and phase-comparison monopulse systems are equivalent.

The underlying principle of cross-eye jamming is that the radar is not able to resolve the individual jammer antennas and therefore responds to their combined effect. This implies that the cross-eye jammer system is in the far field of the radar antenna $(r \gg d_e)$. However, it is assumed that although the radar is in the far field of the individual jammer antenna elements, it is not in the far field of the complete cross-eye jammer system [6], [12].
The fact that a cross-eye jammer transmits signals that are out of phase means that the signal received by the sum channel of the radar will be very small. If it is further assumed that the radar is in the far field of the cross-eye jammer system, there will be no amplitude or phase variations over the receiving radar aperture. Under these conditions, the signal received by both the sum and difference channels of the monopulse radar will be negligible, and the cross-eye jammer will have no effect on the radar. Hence the assumption that the radar is not in the far field of the cross-eye jammer system, although it is in the far field of the individual jammer antenna elements.

The value of \( \theta_e \) can be determined from

\[
\theta_e = \frac{d_x}{r} \pm \frac{d_y}{2} \sin \theta_e \approx \frac{d_x}{r} \cos \theta_e
\]

because \( r \) is much greater than \( d_x \). Given that \( r \) and \( d_x \) are usually in the order of hundreds of meters to kilometers and meters respectively, the error caused by the approximation in (1) is typically much less than 1%.

A retrodirective cross-eye jammer is assumed, which means that the entire signal received at one jammer element is retransmitted at the other jammer element after some delay. The main effect of the retrodirective assumption is that the path lengths between the radar and the cross-eye jammer elements cancel out because all signals travel along the same path, just in different directions.

When the angle between the direction of the main beam of the radar and the center of the cross-eye jammer is \( \theta_e \), as shown in Fig. 1, the normalized sum and difference patterns of the radar antenna in the directions of the top and bottom cross-eye jammer elements can be derived using array theory [21] to give

\[
S_{1,2} = P_e(\theta_e \pm \theta_e) \cos \left( \beta \frac{d}{2} \sin \theta_e \right)
\]

and

\[
D_{1,2} = P_e(\theta_e \pm \theta_e) \sin \left( \beta \frac{d}{2} \sin \theta_e \right)
\]

where \( P_e(\theta) \) is the pattern of the elements used to form the phase-comparison monopulse array.

By noting that \( \theta_e \) is very small, defining

\[
k = \beta \frac{d}{2} \sin \theta_e
\]

and

\[
k_e = \beta \frac{d}{2} \cos \theta_e
\]

and performing some elementary manipulations, the sum- and difference-channel gains can be rewritten as

\[
S_{1,2} = P_e(\theta_e \pm \theta_e) \cos (k \pm k_e)
\]

and

\[
D_{1,2} = P_e(\theta_e \pm \theta_e) \sin (k \pm k_e).
\]

Assuming that the signal that passes through the cross-eye jammer from antenna 2 to antenna 1 has an amplitude gain of \( a \) and a phase shift of \( \phi \) relative to the signal that passes from antenna 1 to antenna 2 of the jammer, the signal received by the radar in the sum channel will be

\[
S_r = S_1 P_e(\theta_e \pm \theta_e) S_2 P_e(\theta_e - \theta_e) + \alpha e^{j\phi} S_2 P_e(\theta_e - \theta_e) S_1 P_e(\theta_e + \theta_e)
\]

\[
= p_1(\theta_e - \theta_e) P_e(\theta_e - \theta_e) P_e(\theta_e + \theta_e) P_e(\theta_e + \theta_e)
\]

\[
\times \frac{1}{2} \left[ (1 + \alpha e^{j\phi}) \cos(2k) + \cos(2k_e) \right]
\]

and the signal received by the radar in the difference channel will be

\[
D_r = S_1 P_e(\theta_e + \theta_e) D_2 P_e(\theta_e - \theta_e) + \alpha e^{j\phi} S_2 P_e(\theta_e - \theta_e) D_1 P_e(\theta_e + \theta_e)
\]

\[
= P_e(\theta_e - \theta_e) P_e(\theta_e - \theta_e) P_e(\theta_e + \theta_e) P_e(\theta_e + \theta_e)
\]

\[
\times \frac{1}{2} \left[ (1 + \alpha e^{j\phi}) \sin(2k) + (1 - \alpha e^{j\phi}) \sin(2k_e) \right]
\]

where \( p_i(\theta_e \pm \theta_e) \) are the gains of the top and bottom cross-eye jammer antennas in the direction of the radar.

An exact monopulse processor forms its error signal by dividing the difference-channel return in (11) by the sum-channel return in (9) and taking the real part of the result [10] giving

\[
\Re \left\{ \frac{D_r}{S_r} \right\} = \tan(k)
\]

and it can be shown that (12) reduces to this form when the separation between the cross-eye jammer antennas tends to zero (\( d_x \to 0 \) so \( k_e \to 0 \)).

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The result for the monopulse error given in (12) has the same form as the following approximate result given by Meade [9] and Sherman [10]

\[
\Re \left\{ \theta_e \right\} = \tan(k) = \frac{1 - \alpha^2}{1 + a^2 + 2a \cos \phi}
\]

The error obtained using other glint analyses is the same as that in (14), [7], [22], [23], though the arctangent of the error term should be used [24]. This similarity led Neri to define a cross-eye gain as the error term divided by \( \theta_e \) giving [3]

\[
G_c = \frac{1 - \alpha^2}{1 + a^2 + 2a \cos \phi}
\]

and this cross-eye gain appears in (12).

It can be shown that (12) reduces to (14) when \( \theta_e \) and \( \theta_e \) are small. The only difference is the sign of the second term, and is due to the definition of the directions of \( \theta_e \) and \( \theta_e \).

The indicated angles from (12) (using (13) and (4) to convert the monopulse error to an indicated angle) and (14) are plotted against 180° radar beamwidth (\( d_x = 2.54 \) wavelengths, and each radar element is a linear source 2.54 wavelengths long); 1 km jammer range (\( d_x = 1 \) km); 10 m jammer element separation (\( d_x = 10 \) m); 30° jammer rotation (\( \theta_e = 30^\circ \)); 0.5 dB jammer amplitude mismatch (\( a = 0.9441 \)); the relative phases of the two directions through the jammer (\( \phi \)) for each curve are indicated in Fig. 2.

The vertical lines in Fig. 2 at \( \pm 11.1^\circ \) and \( \pm 11.6^\circ \) are caused by a 180° phase shift in the sum-channel return at nulls. The trigonometric functions in (4) and (5) cause the monopulse error to repeat.
The curves in Fig. 2 corresponding to 165° and 175° relative phase shifts between the two directions through the cross-eye jammer system are seen to have more than one zero near the origin. Only the zeros nearest the origin are stable because the sign of the monopulse error will tend to drive the radar away from the other zeros.

Equation (14) was derived under the assumption that there is no significant amplitude variation over the radar antenna aperture, so only phase variations need to be considered. This assumption is very accurate when the relative phase shift of the two directions through the cross-eye jammer system is far from 180°, but becomes increasingly poor as the relative phase shift approaches 180°. The agreement between (12) and (14) is seen to follow a similar trend, reflecting the inaccuracies caused by ignoring amplitude variations.

The use of a retrodirective cross-eye jammer means that all paths from the radar to the jammer and back are the same length as long as it can be assumed that the jammer is in the far field of the radar antenna. Under this approximation, the results in (9), (11) and (12) are exact.

Changes in a and φ do not affect the shape of the sum-channel return in (9) as θs and θr vary, but rather cause amplitude scaling and phase offsets that are independent of angle. In the case of a perfect cross-eye jammer, a → 1 and φ → 180° giving a monopulse sum-channel return that tends to zero for all values of θs and θr (though the monopulse difference-channel return is large under these conditions). This is an extremely interesting result because it means that a radar that uses the same antenna pattern for transmission and reception (e.g., a conical-scan radar) will not receive a return from a perfect retrodirective cross-eye jammer.

The shape of the difference-channel return in (11) as a function of θs and θr is strongly dependent on a and φ. The first term in (11) depends on 1 + ae^iφ and becomes zero when the radar antenna points exactly between the two cross-eye elements because of the sin(θr) term in (4). The second term in (11) depends on 1 − ae^iφ, has a maximum when the radar antenna points exactly between the cross-eye jammer elements due to the cos(θr) term in (5), and tends to increase as the jammer element separation is increased as a result of the θs term in (5). The first term in (11) is maximized and the second minimized in a retrodirective array (a → 1 and φ → 0), so the difference-channel return will be minimized when the radar points exactly between the array elements, as expected. The converse is true for a cross-eye jammer (a → 1 and φ → 180°), and this means that a radar will receive a large difference-channel return when it points exactly between the jammer elements.

A cross-eye jammer will thus produce a large error when a monopulse radar is pointing exactly between the elements of the jammer because the jammer causes the radar to receive a small sum-channel return and a large difference-channel return. That said, the true situation is slightly more complex because an exact monopulse processor only uses the real part of the monopulse error (12), so only that portion of the difference-channel return which is in phase with the sum-channel return is considered.

An interesting characteristic of the 179° case in Fig. 2 is that the monopulse error never becomes zero (the vertical lines due to the nulls in the sum pattern connect two nonzero values of differing signs) while (14) predicts an error of 7.9°. This suggests that a monopulse radar can be rotated away from a target more easily than suggested by (14) when a is close to 1 and φ is close to 180°.

The most important observation about the monopulse error in (12) is that the element patterns Pr(θ) and Ps(θ) cancel and thus have no effect on the induced angular error. Thus, while increasing the gain of the antennas in a cross-eye jammer will increase the strength of the signals received by a radar as shown in (9) and (11), it will not increase the monopulse error induced in the radar.

IV. CONCLUSION

An extended and rigorous analysis of cross-eye jamming in a monopulse radar system scenario was performed. Results of induced angular error that demonstrate the difference between conventional and the extended cross-eye jamming analyses were presented. The implications of these results include the observations that the cross-eye jammer antenna element patterns do not affect the induced monopulse error, and the fact that there are cases for which the induced monopulse error will not be zero at any angle, which implies that the monopulse radar system can be deceived more easily than suggested by conventional analyses.
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Abstract—The design and test is described of a small size dual band implantable antenna operating in Medical Implant Communications Service (MICS) (402 MHz–405 MHz) and Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) (2.4 GHz–2.48 GHz) bands to be used in animal studies for medical research. The antenna is intended for wireless medical monitoring of the physiological parameters such as glucose, pressure, temperature, etc. First, the electrical properties (\( \varepsilon_r \) and \( \sigma \)) of skin samples from donor rats are measured at Mississippi State University’s (MSU) College of Veterinary Medicine. A dual band antenna is then designed using an in-house finite element boundary integral solver in conjunction with particle swarm optimization algorithm. Finally, the antenna is tested using both skin-mimicking materials and real skin samples. The development details of the skin-mimicking materials are also given. Results regarding the S\(_{11}\) gain of the designed antenna are given and discussed in detail.

Index Terms—Implantable antenna, medical implant communications service (MICS) band, scientific and medical (ISM) band, skin-mimicking material.

I. INTRODUCTION

Animal models are widely used in medical research to develop new technologies to treat and cure various diseases. Although different animals are used for different studies, without a doubt, the rats are the most commonly used laboratory animals in medical research. Studies that are intended for monitoring of the physiological parameters such as temperature, blood pressure, glucose etc. require implantation of a wireless data telemetry unit in the interstitial fluid under the skin. The implantable RF unit is composed of an implantable antenna, a transceiver and chip with necessary circuit components, and a biosensor. Our main focus in this study is designing and testing of a dual band implantable antenna that can be used in an implantable telemetry unit for future animal studies.

Antennas have major role in implantable systems since they provide communication of the implant with the external equipment [1], [2]. However, implantable antenna design is quite challenging due to antenna size, impedance matching, low-power requirements, and the problem due to high losses. Thus far, implantable antenna designs have been limited to in silico and in vitro studies. A small size dual MICS (402–405 MHz) and ISM (2.4–2.48 GHz) band implantable antenna intended for continuous glucose monitoring applications was designed in [9] using measured electrical properties of the human skin [10], [11]. This dual band operation allows the power conservation by allowing the implanted device to stay in the sleep mode until an ISM wake-up signal was received. The antenna then utilizes the MICS band to transmit data to a base station located outside the tissue.